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Simple picotS:


1  Secure a new thread in your beadwork and exit where you 
wish your picot trim to begin. String 1, 2, or more color A 
beads for your stem. String 3B, and pass back through all 
the stem beads into the main beadwork. Exit where you 
wish to have your next picot.


ArcheS:


2  Instead of a single stem, try an arch using an accent at 
the base of your picot. Exit your cuff and string 3A. String 
1C accent—I’ve shown a small green bead and a crystal 
as two different options —and 3B picot beads. Pass back 
through the accent bead. String 3A for the other leg of 
the arch, and pass back into the cuff (Fig. 1).


Picot trim


picot is a neat little way to embellish. Add it to the edges of a cuff, decorate around a 
closure loop, add detail to the end of a fringe, and more. A picot is basically a 3-bead tip 
on a stem or arch of other beads. this lesson shows just a few ideas for picots as they 
could be added on the side of a cube-bead cuff.


BeAdS: Color A: stem beads (light green); color B: picot beads (blue); color C:  
accent bead (small dark green and gold crystal)


TIPS from Leslie  
•  Count the edge beads in your work to determine how to distribute your picots 


evenly. Decide if your picots are to have spaces between, or arch as shown, to 


best fill the length of your piece.


•  If you make your picot stem very long, it will look more like a fringe. This is fine 


if it’s the look you desire. 


Fig. 1





